
Kevin Nalty, better known by his online semi-pseudonym Kevin Nalts, is a viral video star, 

with over 98,000 followers. He regulary posts videos on his YouTube channel. 

NND: Who are you, where are you from, what do you do? 

Kevin: I’m Kevin Nalty, and I live with my wife and four children in rural Pennsylvania. By 

day I’m a product director at a Fortune 100 company, but by night I create short videos. 

  

NND: Cool, so when did you join YouTube? 

Kevin: I’ve been on YouTube since January 2006, but it wasn’t until 2007 that I began 

accumulating an audience. I was lucky if my videos were seen more than 200 times, and now 

that happens minutes after I upload. 

  

NND: Do you use any other video websites/social networks? 

Kevin: I really didn’t start posting videos to join social networks — the social aspect was a 

welcome discovery. I began initially focusing on Revver.com because it shared advertising 

revenue. Soon I realized that I needed wider distribution, and I began posting on a variety of 

sites (now using TubeMogul to simplify it). I discovered that on YouTube, there was a whole 

sub culture that was very interesting. Before long, I had made friends, done collaborations 

with local video makers, and rose in popularity. 

  

NND: So, you’ve made lots of friends on YouTube, but which YouTubers are your 

favourites? 

Kevin: I have some favorite entertainers- like Mediocrefilm’s “The Retarded Policeman” and 

ClipCritics. But there are others I enjoy as personalities. Zipster08 was the first web 

personality that intrigued me, and now I have a host of peeps with whom I communicate 

fairly regularly. My favorite thing about YouTube is that every few weeks a new talented 

creator will emerge. Often these aren’t professionals, but people like me that write, produce, 

edit and act. I am fascinated by one-person shows like Michael Buckley’s 

“WhattheBuckShow” that come out of nowhere, and develop a loyal following. 

  

NND: We know that you’re a YouTube partner, which allows you to earn money from 

your videos. If you don’t mind telling us, how much money do you make from 

YouTube? 

Kevin: By contract I can’t disclose the amount, but it varies greatly. If I have a big “hit” in a 

particular month then the income can be non trivial… enough to live on if I didn’t have huge 

debt, mortgage and a family of 6. Other months it’s a welcome check but not game changing. 

I do know several YouTubers that have quit their day job based on advertising income 



Google shares. But most people are making enough to cover maybe their Internet connection 

and cell phone. 

  

NND: What was your debut video? 

Kevin: I was first featured with “Viral Video Genius,” where I satired the self-absorbed 

online-video creator as if he mattered in the history of art and cinema. But it was the 

common-denominator humor of “Farting in Public” that propelled me to a wider audience. In 

fact I’m proud to say I’m one of the top results when you Google the word fart. My parents 

are so proud. 

  

NND: What is the last song you downloaded? 

Kevin: “No More Fiction” by Essential Logic. I heard it on a video, and I can’t stop playing 

it. I think I’m one of few people in the online-video circuit that still pays for music and video. 

I grew my debt significantly by buying the entire history of Lost via my AppleTV, and it’s 

killed my video-making productivity.  

  

NND: Where is YouTube going in the future, in your opinion? 

Kevin: YouTube is now growing up… it will be three things- a place for amateurs, another 

form of professional video distribution (pay and ad-supported) and a search engine for video 

content. Right now YouTube is in growing pains and trying to do it all well.  

  

  

NND: What subjects have you studied at University (if any)? 

Kevin:  I was a psychology undergraduate, and got an MBA in marketing. The former helps 

me with the creation of my videos, and the latter helps me with my unbridled self promotion.  

  

  

NND: What is your ‘target/goal’ on YouTube? 

Kevin: Honestly I’m enjoying the journey now without a specific plan. As long as it’s fun 

and profitable, I don’t know why I’d stop. My original plan was to go full time with video, 

but the market for content creators is too fickle. So more likely I’ll eventually work full time 

advising marketers on how to better tap into this… the most visceral form of social media.  



  

  

NND: Favourite pastimes? 

 You know what? It’s a little known fact that I garden. The weird thing is that I don’t usually 

eat the stuff I grow. I just like seeing it grow. 

  

  

NND: What else do you do, minus YouTube? 

 I have a full-time job marketing in healthcare, and I try to be a good dad and husband. So 

that leaves little time left for sleeping, eating, exercise and other necessities. I don’t call home 

enough. 

  

  

NND: Cake or Pie? 

Kevin: Oh pie by a distance. I dreamed about a famous pie maker last night, and woke up 

and ate coconut cream pie for breakfast. Cake sucks, except for the rare birthday cake that has 

icing made of something other than sugar and chemicals.  

  

  

NND: Any great tips to new YouTube users? 

Kevin: I’ve got a book on the subject, and it’s free online. It’s called “How to Get Popular on 

YouTube Without Any Talent.” The key to YouTube is the community, and earning the right 

to appear in video by famous YouTubers. Then other people will find you. Talent is optional, 

but patience and persistence are a must. And get thick skin. My favorite hater comment was 

that someone wanted to defecate in my mouth. That’s so wonderfully creative. 

  

NND: Do certain videos reach a point at which you know they will be a major success?  

 Never. I’d like to think 3 years of my obsession would teach me the trick, but there’s a lot of 

luck and timing involved. It certainly helps if your video is edgy, engaging immediately, 

short, funny, and that you have a great thumbnail (image that represents the video). Even 

better, produce something topical and tag the video with lots of words people are searching. 



But ask me why my stupid “Scary Maze” has nearly 5 million views and I’ll give you a 

shrug. Ask my why my “Attack of the Killer Slinky” only has 20K and I’ll shrug again. 

  

NND: Can we do a collaboration video with you? 

 Yes- can you dress up like a 2 year old and ask random strangers for boosy milk? Especially 

fat guys? I think it would sell. You’d need to wear a diaper.  

  

NND: Any tip-offs on your upcoming videos for us? 

 I’ve got a series I’m doing for Oreos that will be fun. It’s such a cool brand, and the kids 

love getting free samples and cash from dad for participating. I also want to get back to the 

basics– public pranks. They take courage and willing victims. What size diaper do you wear? 

 


